U N E S C O - E O L S S S A M P L E C H A P T E R
Historical survey
As the name indicates, differential and integral calculus is a combination of integral calculus and differential calculus. However, these two types of calculus have different histories. Integral calculus has two completely different aspects, namely integration, that is merely the "inverse of differential operation" and "integral as a limit of a sum" a concept completely independent of differentiation. The integral as a limit of a sum has a much longer history than differential calculus. For example, Archimedes calculated the areas and volumes of various shapes and solids by inference, even with the exactness of modern mathematics. In comparison, the history of differential calculus is much shorter and its origins can be traced back to the findings of Newton and Leibnitz in the 17 th century. Differentiation deals with the instantaneous change of a function, for example, the rate of change of displacement of a moving mass, i.e., velocity. Differentiation is a very valuable finding by itself. However, mathematicians in the 17 th century were astonished by the fact that the "inverse of differentiation" simplified calculations even for problems requiring great time and labor if calculated by the "integral as a limit of a sum". There is no doubt that the concept of "instantaneous rate of change" has some risks if considered from an entirely philosophical point of view. However once the concept had been implemented, the inverse of differentiation induced an explosive development in mathematics in terms of practical effectiveness. Since then, by sacrificing logical exactness to some extent, the "inverse of differentiation" view for integration has maintained a central role in the flow of mathematics. A closer look at the history of integration along this flow reveals that integration was handled as "inverse of differentiation" for calculational purposes rather than as a concept based on subdivision approach. As mathematics began to deal with more abstract objects, problems that could not be solved by intuition began to appear. In the middle of the 19 th century, differential and integral calculus was reconstructed on the basis of a deep discussion on the set of real numbers and the so-called
description. Concerning integration, as functions to be integrated became more complicated people's priority in interest shifted from calculations to the precise formalism of integration. Integration formalism developed through Riemann's formulation abstracted from the subdivision approach into, in the end, the Lebesgue integral.
This chapter outlines only the elementary aspects of differential and integral calculus from the viewpoint of modern mathematics. First, the basic properties of real numbers and the δ − ε description of a limit are briefly explained. They are followed by a summary of the convergence and limit of a sequence of numbers, and summaries of continuity, differentiation, and Taylor's formula. As for integration, Riemann's definition is introduced (the Lebsegue integral is explained in) and then integration is discussed in terms of the inverse of differentiation. Based on this discussion, explicit formulae of integrals are summarized for specific types of functions. Finally, the discussion on differential and integral calculus is further extended to functions of many variables.
Convergence of Sequences

Definition of Convergence
converges to a number a if a n goes arbitrarily close to a as n becomes larger. This definition of convergence gives an intuitively clear image of convergence and so could serve as a "definition" of convergence. In fact it had been used as its definition till the middle of the 19 th Century and is still being used in introductory or applications-oriented textbooks of calculus. On the other hand logically rigorous definition goes as follows;
A sequence { } a n of numbers converges to a number a if for any positive number 0 ε > there exists an ε n (depending on ε ) such that
If a sequence { } a n converges, then the number a it converges to is unique, and is For exploring calculus, however, one more deep insight into real numbers is required, that is:
The Basic Property of Real Numbers.
A sequence { } a n converges to some real number if the following two conditions are satisfied. From the basic property of real numbers it follows that sup A exists if A is bounded from above. Conversely if one assumes the existence of sup A for any subset A bounded from above, then the basic property above follows. Namely, the existence of the supremum for every upper bounded subset of real numbers is equivalent to the basic property.
A sequence { } a n is called a Cauchy sequence if for any positive number ε there exists
The above basic property of real numbers is also equivalent to the property that a sequence of numbers converges if and only it is a Cauchy sequence.
Real Line
The real numbers can be represented by points on a straight line, where the point representing the number 0 is called the origin and length of the line segment between two points, representing numbers x and y respectively, is supposed to be − x y . Due to this geometrical representation of real numbers, a real number is often referred to as a point. This pictorial description is useful for a description of a function by a graph. (See Section 3.3.) 
Continuous Functions
Continuous Functions and Their Limits
